Model SC Conveyor Belt Skirtboard Clamp Installation Instructions

WARNING:
DEATH or SERIOUS INJURY may occur.
Before installing or adjusting, shut down and physically lock-out the conveyor system.

Overview:
The Model SC is a unique clamping system to keep protective rubber skirting in place. Its simple toggle action holds rubber firmly yet releases instantly for wear adjustment. The Model SC detaches quickly and easily without special tools, and without corroded bolts to fight or springs to wear or break.

Features:
• Positive locking clamp keeps skirtboard rubber securely in place.
• Quick release action makes adjustments a snap.
• Accommodates any thickness of skirting material.
• Eliminates need for skirtboard slotting.

Installation:
1. Weld or bolt adjustable studs at intervals along skirtboard length. Maximum spacing is 3 feet under heavy duty conditions, otherwise use present bolt spacing as guide.
2. Thread pivot piece onto threaded stub.
3. Seat skirting clamps over studs and place skirting rubber in position.
4. Fit angle iron* lengths into clamp notch and press firmly against skirting rubber*.
5. Carefully snap down clamp's wing handle and installation is complete.

*Denotes customer supplied angle iron & skirtboard rubber.
Figures 1 and 2: Skirtboard Clamp Dimensions